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Confirming the growth potential in Europe for a 
marketplace selling DIY beauty products.

Our client, one of the largest global strategy 
consulting firms, wants to quickly assess the 
DIY cosmetics market maturity & rationales in 
Europe before advising its end-client, a private 
equity fund bidding to buy the target 
company.

After succeeding in France, the target 
company wants to expand abroad to fuel its 
growth and turn to a profitable investment for 
the fund. 

How to assess potential new markets 
opportunities? To what extent European 
markets are similar, offering  a boulevard for 
the successful French marketplace?



Mapping everything Europeans searched online 
about DIY cosmetics over the last 12 months.

We scanned major 
European marketplaces 
to collect thousands  of 
expressions in 4 native 
languages describing the 
DIY cosmetics market.

All these keywords were 
segmented with our 
semantic AI & reviewed 
by our analyst to 
represent all major 
categories from the 
market. 

 



We collected search  
volumes for every keyword, 
in every country & region - 
over the last 12 months.

With our different 
segmentations, we could 
detect what product lines 
generate more interest 
among populations - while 
detecting rising segments 
such as essential oil 
diffusers.

Collecting search data at scale to reveal 
leading categories in each country, over time.



Analyzing the convergence of international 
markets with a unique referential.

We collected search volumes 
for every keyword in all 
countries & regions - to reveal 
territories with higher affinity 
to DIY products.

France is still the top European 
market, in stock & in affinity - 
with 38% more search queries 
for 100k population than in the 
UK.

But the gap is closing over time 
- indicating a convergence of 
these 4 markets.



Assessing international competition by comparing 
brand awareness from search data.

Many search queries contain 
brand or product names - 
providing great insights on 
consumers brand awareness.

Looking at international 
search for branded search is 
powerful to detect brands 
with international presence.

Leader in France, Aroma-Zone 
is also the DIY marketplace 
with the higher brand 
awareness in Western Europe.



Learn from fresh & reliable data about consumer 
demand on any market with Trajaan.

🔍
Discover what 

consumers search 
about any category.

Get all search queries 
segmented & scored by 

monthly volume.

🌏
Detect local markets 
with higher growth 

potential.

Target new cities, regions 
or countries with higher 

affinity.

🚀
Get actionable data 

to decide with 
confidence.

Access all raw quantitative 
data & export them 

anytime.



Join the club!



Let us know what you think.
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🙋 Need a full access to one dashboard? or 
simply learn more about our technology? 
Let’s have a quick chat over the phone ! 

🙌 Mail, LinkedIn or phone call, it is up to 
you.

💻 In any case, feel free to visit trajaan.io and 
our free demo space at app.trajaan.io!
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